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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine the extent and 

nature of inservice educational programs in six selected hospitals 

in Montana; to delineate some of the organizational processes used 

in setting up inservice programs; to explore the efforts on the 

part of staff nurses to keep abreast with changes and to encourage 

evaluation of inservice educational programs within each hospital. 

This study was based on a survey conducted by sending a 

questionnaire to a random sample of graduate staff nurses employed 

in the six selected hospitals in Montana. 

The results of the survey indicated inservice education in 

varying degrees was in progress and some pertinent suggestions for 

content in programs were offered by the graduate staff nurses who 

participated in the study. 



CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

A. Introduction 

Society is dynamic and changing. In such a society, there 

appears to be a recognition that education on a continuing basis is 

fundamental. Industry is leading the way, and hospitals are coming 

into line with this thinking. The hospital is assuming, as is 

industry, a large share of the responsibility for on-going education 

by the initiation and development of programs which aid employees in 

finding their places in the organization, helping them to learn new 

skills required in their work, and assisting them to develop their 

capabilities to the fullest. 

Perhaps, because nursing has had such heavy emphasis on pre¬ 

employment preparation (nursed training), it has seemed to appear 

less urgent to organize continuing programs. But, nursing and the 

concept of what is adequate nursing care is changing. Due to new 

drugs, new technologies, changes in methods of treatment, early am¬ 

bulation, shortened hospitalization periods, and greater numbers of 

people entering and leaving hospitals, the whole aspect has changed. 

Along with these factors, the hospital, as a community resource, has 

broadened its scope and extended its contacts with the public. 

With a shortage of nurses in the overall national picture, and 

in keeping with the trend that more women are returning to employment, 

many nurses who are homemakers and who graduated some years ago are 
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returning to work in hospitals. There is little doubt that these 

nurses require a constructive and a continuing program to bring them 

up-to-date in their technical skills as well as to offer some assis¬ 

tance in understanding the trends in nursing care and a better appreci¬ 

ation of the philosophy of the institution. 

More than ever before, greater emphasis is placed on the dynamic 

elements: human relationships, professional development, teaching, 

research, communication and public relations. Practically everyone 

needs some assistance in developing these skills. A well organized 

program can offer an opportunity for the nurses who are to benefit 

from the education to share in the planning. This process is in keep¬ 

ing with the ideal of democratic participation which is conceded to 

develop greater understanding of where the problem areas are and means 

by which those involved may solve the difficulties. 

Nursing has, in recent years, been making great efforts toward 

recognition as a profession. Esther L. Brown emphasized the need for 

two kinds of training — academic and professional. 

Two distinct, but closely interrelated, kinds of preparation 
that only higher education is broadly equipped to provide are 
essential for the making of   (a professional) nurse. The 
first is the laying of a foundation that permits continuing 
growth of many kinds, such as in:   skill in analysis of 
problems, methods of obtaining needed data, and formulation of 
logical conclusions, principles, or theories   

The second kind of preparation is the more specifically technical 
training for professional practice. But this training must trans¬ 
cend that for the care of the hospitalized sick. It must be pre¬ 
paration for the broad field of community nursing serviceJ 

^Esther L. Brown, Nursing for the Future. New York: Russell 
Sage Foundation, 1948, p. 138. 
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Again, Howard Thurman, in the Keynote Address to the National League 

for Nursing Convention in Chicago in 1957* said: 

Persons who practice professions in any society do so by 
virtue of skills, techniques and the knowledge which they have 
developed as a result of particular disciplines. Further, they 
practice the profession for considerations which would not be 
permitted them if they were not so equipped and trained.2 

That a professional is one who is acquainted with the re¬ 
sources needful for carrying on one's work with maximum effec¬ 
tiveness. He must not overlook all of the resources of his 
profession upon which he may draw both as a professional and 
as a person. Obviously, this means keeping abreast of develop¬ 
ments, advances and the cumulative wisdom of the profession as it 
becomes more effective in the fulfillment of its appointed task. 
There is no valid excuse for being out of touch with such re¬ 
sources. 3 

These authors have expressed in a few words the obligations 

which a member of a profession must face. An inservice program 

appeared to be one way in which nurses may, in part, meet the 
I 

challenge. There appeared to be a need for a nurse to clarify her role 

as she sees it in order that she function effectively: first, as a 

member of the health team, which is comprised of all departments of 

the institution cooperating to achieve the goal of the hospital — 

optimum patient care. In describing nursing service, Finer said: 

  is composed of nurses and it is the function of the nurse 
that gives the character to the administrative aspects of the 
service. Few in the hospital know the whole patient like the 
nurse does. Her function is to adapt the hospital, and all in 
it, to the cure and restoration of patients. She has her own 
sphere of skills but she needs the others to complete hers.** 

2Howard Thurman, "The Responsibility of the Professional Person 
to Society", Nursing Outlook. Vol. 5, No. 6, June, 1957, p. 334. 

3|bid. p. 335. 

^Herman Finer, Administration and the Nursing Service. New 
York: Macmillan Company, 1952, p. 87. 
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The essence of the nurse's situation is that the other skills and 

services come to the patient mainly through the nurse. She is a 

channel and a buffer. 

The other departments represent specialization, and special¬ 
ization tends to depersonalize the service. However, nursing 
service personalizes and integrates what specialization tends to 
fragment and abstract. This strategic position makes the nurse's 
power more important since 40 to 50 percent of all personnel in 
the hospital is in nursing service. The nurse, therefore, gen¬ 
erally requires help and guidance in developing her skill in 
human relationships.5 

A second aspect of her role is as a member of the nursing 

team — a group of persons who work as a team to give bedside care. 

This concept of "team" has developed in recent years due to the advent 

of persons into the field of nursing who do not have the professional 

education and training of the graduate nurse, but who contribute to¬ 

ward improved patient care. Members of the team may include graduate 

nurses, student nurses, licensed practical nurses, nurse aides and 

sometimes other technicians. To work effectively in a team, the nurse 

requires leadership skills and increased ability in the dynamic elements 

of nursing care such as: more knowledge and skills in the art of 

human relationships and communication as well as an understanding of 

hospital policy, procedures and goals. She requires, also, a greater 

awareness of her need for further professional development. 

Dr. James Watt, Director of the Heart Institute, National 

Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, in an address at the National 

51 bid, p. 88. 
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League for Nursing's third Biennial Convention at Chicago in May, 

1957, in detailing the remarkable therapeutic advances of the last 

twenty years, pointed out the increased necessity for well prepared 

nurses; not only to care for patients, but also to take part in the 

ongoing physical research program.2 Thus, the nurse must develop 

her skills to give assistance in research for without her cooperation 

much of the research in nursing would be impossible, or in lacking 

understanding may be distorted and become, as a result, unreliable. 

There are implications for administration in the planning of 

an inservice educational program. Of special concern is the develop¬ 

ment of leadership skills and the institution of democratic processes 

to facilitate and encourage participation in planning. 

The staff nurse is a comparative newcomer in the field of 

nursing. Prior to the early 1930's, private duty was the primary 

objective of nurse's training. As the staff nurse has been accepted, 

other workers became involved and the use of work groups, or teams, 

has forced nurses to be more actively administrative in nursing 

service. Of this, Helen Donovan said: 

When the prime purpose of the organization is everyone's 
first concern, loyalties are invested in the purpose and not 
in the individual or the department. There are serious im¬ 
plications that administration must offer to its employees: 
opportunities for improving their skills and working together 
to solve the problems in order to achieve the goal — optimum 
patient care./ 

b "Report of NLN's Third Biennial Convention, Nursing 
Outlook. Vol. 5, No. 6, June, 1957, p. 35^. 

^Helen Donovan, "What Is Supervision", Nursing Outlook. Vol. 5, 
No. 6, June, 1957, p. 371. 
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W. H. Newman said: 

Before an order is issued, the people responsible for exe¬ 
cuting it are consulted about its workability and better ways 
of accomplishing the same result. The solution follows a re¬ 
view of the total situation by all concerned and is not the 
result of an individual decision.8 

In discussing partcipation, Rigors and Hyers suggested: 

No one can feel a strong sense of membership in an organi¬ 
zation in which his ideas are never asked for. Ideas, whether 
good or bad, breed discontent when not invited out into the 
open.9 

Thus, with increased acceptance of the graduate nurse into the 

hospital organization, her responsibilities have increased tremendously. 

She is now entrusted with many tasks which formerly were done by the 

physician. To fulfill these duties, it is necessary that the nurse 

and administration appreciate the dual responsibilities implied. 

Bender defined responsibility as a double obligation: that, to the 

person who is doing the job; and that, to the person giving the as¬ 

signment. This means good leadership, specifies the limits of re¬ 

sponsibility, delegates enough authority to equal the responsibility, 

gives freedom of action and a sense of security one couldn't have 

otherwise J° 

®W. H. Newman, Administrative Action. New York: Prentice- 
Hall, Inc., 1951, pp. 375, 384. 

9pau 1 Rigors and Charles Myers, Personnel Administration. New 
York: MacGraw-Hill Book Company, 1947, p. 90. 

lOjames F. Bender, The Techniques of Executive Leadership. New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, p. 112. 
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Regarding the assumption of duties formerly done by the 

physician, Dr. James Watt said: 

Nurses will have to assume more and more technical respon¬ 
sibilities and nurses should give more thought to preparing 
themselves for these responsibilities and volunteering to 
assume them before they are simply 'shunted off by the doctors.' 
Here then appears to be another challenge to the staff nurse.^ 

Hospitals and nursing through the years have been subject to 

an autocratic type of management. However, in more recent times, 

there has been a greater understanding of democratic processes and 

the number of committees, conferences and meetings, which are a 

part of every hospital's functioning, indicates that these changes 

are in progressJ2 Ordway lead, in speaking of collective cooper¬ 

ation, said: 

Company after company has borne witness to the fact that 
where employees have been brought into a truly partnership 
relation to the corporate aims, they have responded with 
greater application of energy and thoughtful regard for econ¬ 
omy and improvement.13 

The rationale for this study was explained by the following 
points: 

1. That a nurse wished to fulfill her role to her full 
potential. 

2. That inservice education was the intentional fulfilling 
of an employee's desire to learn as much as possible 
about assigned functions. 

3. That inservice education assisted the nurse to find her 

,l  Report of NLN Third Biennial Convention, 1957, 
op« c11., p. 35^. 

^Temple Burling, Edith M. Lentz and Robert N. Wilson, The Give 
and Take in Hospitals. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1956, p. 333. 

13()rdway Tead, The Art of Administration. New York: Mc-Graw- 
Hill Book Company, 1947, p. 47. 
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place more speedily and promote greater satisfaction 
in her job. 

4. That an inservice program for nursing personnel existed 
as a component of the hospital‘s total inservice activ¬ 
ity for the preparation of staff of all departments. 

5. That in the daily work pattern, there were many oppor¬ 
tunities for the "where" and the "what" of an inservice 
program. 

6. That staff development was regarded as vital, in that 
it brought personnel to a peak of production in a shorter 
time and resulted in increased job satisfaction, improved 
morale and created a willingness to learn while working. 

7. That inservice education began with orientation and skill 
training. 

8. That the educational needs of personnel were met in a 
variety of ways. 

Therefore, since total care of the patient is the prime reason 

for the hospital's existence, it is essential that the nursing staff 

be skilled in all aspects of nursing care. In order to achieve this, 

it becomes necessary to plan, in various ways, to bring to the nurse 

some of the means by which she may extend her education and improve 

her skills so that she will be able to render the type of nursing care 

which is in keeping with the changing concepts of what constitutes 

total and adequate care. 

B. The Problem Area 

Nurses are being employed who come from different areas of the 

country where standards and patterns of nurse education vary. Also, 

the experience of the nurses varies quantitatively and qualitatively, 

and some nurses are returning to nursing after several years spent in 

related or unrelated fields. 
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While the Nurse Practice Act stipulates what the nurse must 

have in her original program, there is no provision for safeguarding 

the quality of nursing care which the nurse gives. With the fast 

changing techniques and trends in methods of therapy, it is more 

necessary than ever before that some means of keeping the nurse 

abreast of the time be instituted. 

C. The Problem 

This study was an attempt to determine the extent and nature 

of inservice educational programs in operation in selected hospitals 

in Montana. (Six general hospitals of 200 beds, all of which were 

affiliated with collegiate schools of nursing.) 

D. The Purpose of this Study was: 

1. To determine the extent and nature of inservice educational 
programs in operation in selected hospitals in Montana. 

2. To emphasize, delineate and designate some of the processes 
and organization required to set up inservice programs. 

3. To explore the efforts on the part of the staff nurse 
toward furthering her education and keeping herself 
abreast with changes. 

4. To encourage evaluation of inservice educational programs 
within each hospital. 

E. The Limitations to this Study 

This study was conducted by means of a questionnaire which 

limited the reliability and validity of various phases of the data. 

Due to great distances in Montana and the time at her disposal, the 

investigator had to rely on the cooperation of the directors of nurs¬ 

ing service to follow the directions for selecting the sample of 
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nurses to answer the questionnaire. No distinction was made as to 

the length of time the nurse had been employed in that hospital nor 

was a time limit set for the answering of the questionnaire. Also, 

since the Director of Nursing Service gave out the questionnaire, it 

was difficult to estimate if the nurses were affected by this factor. 

F. Methodology of this Study 

To accomplish this study, it was necessary to: l) inquire into 

the areas within the hospitals where inservice education was being 

planned; 2) determine methods employed in bringing the program 

into operation; and 3) ascertain the responsibility which graduate 

staff nurses assumed in participating in the various aspects of 

inservice education. 

It was impossible, due to limitations imposed by lack of time 

and money, to extend the survey to include all of the graduate staff 

nurses employed in the selected hospitals. A random sample was 

selected and a questionnaire submitted to each nurse in the sample. 

It was possible that a questionnaire such as was used may have more 

validity than interviews. Also, there was no attempt to differentiate 

as to the specific hospitals where the nurses worked. 

In any questionnaire, there are always possibilities for mis- 

understandings due to ambiguities. In order to remove some of these 

and to reduce the number of questions, the questionnaire was pretested 

among the nurses in the Master of Nursing Program on the Montana State 

College campus. This resulted in the rewording and revision of some 

of the questions. 
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In order to get the questionnaires circulated, a letter was 

sent to the Director of Nursing Service in each of the selected 

hospitals asking permission to include that hospital in the study. 

(See copy of letter in Appendix, p. A8) After receiving a favor¬ 

able reply, ten questionnaires were sent to each Director of Nursing 

Service asking her to select a random sample. The method used was 

to select every fifth nurse from a list of graduate staff nurses 

until ten names were chosen. 

Three weeks after the sending of the questionnaire, a follow¬ 

up card was sent to the Directors of Nursing regarding the return of 

the questionnaire since they had the names of the recipients. 

G. Definitions of the Terms Used 

Inservice Education referred to a planned program which in¬ 

cluded orientation, skill training and leadership and management 

development so that personnel became aware and gained understanding 

of the policies and philosophy of the institution.^ 

Staff and/or General Duty Nurse was a graduate registered pro¬ 

fessional nurse employed by a hospital or institution who was respon¬ 

sible for the direct and/or indirect total care of the patient.15 

Head Nurse was a graduate professional nurse who had full time 

l^Mary A. Miller, Inservice Education for Hospital Nursing 
Personnel. New York: National League for Nursing, 1958, p. 1. 

15  ‘'ANA Statement of Functions, Standards and Quali¬ 
fications", AJN. 56:7, p. 899. 
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responsibility for the administration and coordination of activities 

and direction of personnel on one unit during her tour of duty. 

Supervisor was a graduate professional nurse whose activities 

were concerned with the overall management of one or more nursing 

units, and the growth and development of unit personnel for the 

attainment of optimum effective nursing care.16 

Director of Nursing Service was a graduate professional nurse 

whose responsibility was the coordination of activities and facilities 

necessary for rendering of optimum nursing care, including the estab¬ 

lishment of overall goals and policies within the aims of the hospital. 

Human Relationships. Included in this was total behavior when 

groups or individuals come together. Inherent was. the desire to com¬ 

municate with each other. The psychological content implied "a unity 

of interacting personal ities.n17 

Communication was considered a tool of awareness. It was the 

rational and non rational expression of wishes, needs and desires 

through written, spoken and nonverbal means. 

Morale was a dynamic and intangible force expressed as "a 

state of mind" with reference to confidence, courage and hope, used 

especially as a group of persons associated in some enterprise. 

16EI inor Stanford, (et al), How to Study Supervisor Activities 
in a Hospital Nursing Service. U. S. Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, Pub. No. ^96, Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.: 
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1957, p. 11. 

^oiiva Anthony, "Personality Factors in Human Relations", 
Nursing Outlook. 2:11, November, 195^, p. 578. 
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H. Organization of the Remainder of this Study 

The remainder of this study was arranged into three chapters. 

Chapter II consists of a review of literature related to the field 

of inservice education in nursing. Chapter III presents an analysis 

and interpretation of the data which accrued from the questionnaire. 

Chapter IV contains the summary, conclusions and recommendations. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

There was very little in nursing literature directly related 

to this project. Primarily, literature specific to the problem gave 

emphasis to the philosophy of nursing and nursing education and its 

relationship to inservice educational programs, but little study as 

to actual programs in operation has been done. 

A. The Philosophy of Inservice Education Programs 

Tyler said ’’education is a process of changing behavior 

patterns of people."! He also suggested that the learner must be 

studied to obtain educational objectives — and the study of the 

learner compared with some desirable standards.^ 

Tyler maintained there was need for a statement of philosophy 

and he emphasized four democratic values. These were: 

1) The recognition of the importance of every individual 
human being regardless of his race, national, social 
or economic status; 

2) the opportunity for wide participation in all phases of 
activities in the social groups in society; 

3) the encouragement of variability rather than a single 
type of personality; 

4) the faith in intelligence as a method of dealing with 
important problems rather than depending upon author¬ 
ity of an autocratic or aristocratic group.3 

^Ralph W. Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction. 
Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 1950, p. 4. 

2|bid. p. 5. 

3|bjd. p. 22. 
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It was believed that the values, (2) and (4), were more important 

as related to inservice education. Heidgerkin, in relating the 

philosophy to education stated: 

Philosophy of education can be defined as the application 
of the fundamental principles of a philosophy of life to the 
work of education   philosophy of education offers a 
definite set of principles and establishes a definite set of 
aims and objectives. It offers criteria for intelligent in¬ 
terpretation of educational ends and means.^ 

B. Content of Inservice Education 

In addition to the criteria of democratic values, it seemed 

advisable to review some of the definitions of inservice education 

as given by recognized authorities in the field of inservice educa¬ 

tion in nursing. Perrodin referred to inservice education as the 

following: 

Staff education, as the term implies, is education of the 
staff. Education is the process by means of which all talents 
and potentialities of personalities of personnel are sought out 
and developed not only theoretically, but functionally   

  inservice programs pick up where orientation leaves 
off; they are programs by means of which personnel either make 
up deficiencies, develop horizontally, or prepare to take on 
positions with increased responsibi1ities.5 

Wayland defined the term "staff education" as a tentative pro¬ 

gram for developing workers on the job in which they are engaged as 

full-time workers.6 

^Loretta Heidgerkin, Teaching in Schools of Nursing, Principles 
and Methods. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1946, p. 23. 

^Cecelia M. Perrodin, Supervision of Nursing Service Personnel. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1954, p. 382. 

^Katharine Densford, "Inservice Staff Education", AJN. 29:1239, 
October, 1929, p. 1239. 
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Staff education was described by Jensen as a “continuing pro¬ 

gram of education which was designed to meet the needs of professional 

and auxiliary personnel.“7 

Sister Theodora defined inservice staff education as a program 

“which is planned to meet the needs of the individuals in an insti¬ 

tution who serve and teach both patients and students.“8 

Cordelia Cowan said, in speaking of the term “inservice edu- 

cation“, there is variation in meaning. The concept is very confused 

and may be so broad and unlimited that it relates to the education and 

values in all experience of the individual, or it may be narrowly and 

specifically defined by a designated group or agency. Her suggestion 

was that: 

“Program“ implies an organized plan with respect to a known 
purpose. By “inservice" is meant that it is education supplied 
by an agency to its employees and is engaged in by them as an 
integral part of their work without interruption of their 
period of employment.9 
i ) 

  and the underlying philosophy is the recognition of the 
principle that it is the social obligation of the organization 
or agency to help its staff to keep pace with changes and ad¬ 
vancements in their work and to qualify them for increased re¬ 
sponsibilities; and*that it is economically profitable for the 

"organization to make provision since the outcome of the work 
and the effectiveness of it and the satisfaction to the worker 
are inseparably interdependent. A corollary principle in pro- 

^Deborah MacLurg Jensen, Ward Administration. St. Louis: C.V. 
Mosby Company, 1952, p. 201, 

^Sister Theodora, “Inservice Staff Education", AJN. 50:706, 
November, 1950, p. 706. 

^Cordelia Cowan, (ed), The Yearbook of Modern Nursing. New York: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1956, p. 211. 
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fessional groups more often recognized that the individual has 
social and professional obligations and responsibilities to 
keep him growing in social effectiveness and as a competent 
worker, citizen and person.10 

This concept was applied in the examination of questionnaire 

responses. 

in the Hospital Nursing Service Manual, inservice education 

was related to the professional personnel and the programs were 

classified in£o two types: 

1) Those designated to help meet the daily problems of 
the staff which are provided through regularly sched¬ 
uled conferences and meetings. 

2) Those designated to aid the professional growth and 
development of the members of the staff which are 
usually referred to as ‘'staff education programs". 

In the Manual, the term "inservice training" was used in reference 

to nursing aides.11 

C. Methods of Implementing Inservice Education Programs 

In the area of planning and implementation of Inservice 

Education Programs, factors such as the personality, experience 

and background of the inservice program were important. There were 

suggestions that a representative committee initiate and direct the 

activities program.12 

10lbld. p. 212. 

'^Committee of the Hospital Association and NINE, Hospital 
Nursing Service Manual. New York: NINE, 1950, p. 59. 

12committee of the Hospital Association and NINE. 0£. cit. p. 59 
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Such committees, according to a study done by Radzialowski, 

have been administratively appointed or elected to office. A dif¬ 

ferent approach was the employment of an inservice director concerned 

with, or responsible for, many of the education programs affecting 

all nursing personnel. She functions either with an advisory com¬ 

mittee or assumes individual responsibility.^ 

The first step in organizing an inservice program was, 

according to the Joint Committee, to set up objectives for the 

program: 

1. To develop and sustain esprit de corp, results in unity 
of purpose and solidarity as well as increased willing¬ 
ness to help solve problems. 

2. To improve technical and general professional skills 
by giving a clearer concept of principles of ward 
administration, responsibilities, obligations, oppor¬ 
tunities, etc. 

3. To foster new ideas and stimulate professional growth as 
well as formulate new policies. 

4. To provide means of expression for the group and insight 
into problems.14 

Johnson and Vance cited fifteen basic principles and methods 

for instituting a program. Of these, the following were considered 

to have greatest pertinence to this study: 

13fUta Radzialowski, ’'Working and Learning Together", AJN. 
154:1102, September, 1954, p. 1102. 

l^Jo int Committee of the American Hospital Association and 
National League for Nursing Education, Manual of the Essentials of 
Good Hospital Nursing Service. New York: NLNE, 1942, p. 17. 
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..... should provide for individual participation in a 
democratic manner. 

The program should be planned for a complete period. The 
goals should be kept in mind and the subjects pertinent, ap¬ 
plicable and interesting to the personnel. 

An honest effective effort should be made to get personnel 
in on the planning and building of their own program. 

A variety of program techniques should be used. 

The time of the meeting should be satisfactory to those 
concerned and the length of the meeting regulated to main¬ 
tain interest. 

Large group meetings should be followed by discussion 
groups within individual units. Groups should meet to dis¬ 
cuss the value of the information presented.15 

D. Methods of Presentation Used in inservice Education Programs 

Muse suggested various methods of presentation: 

1. Lecture — allowing time for a question and answer 
period is advisable. 

2. Demonstration — especially good for procedures and 
techniques. 

3. Panel — stimulates discussion and thought. No special 
attempt to arrive at a conclusion. 

k. Clinics — using a doctor, nurse and a patient. 

5. Symposium — where individual speeches present different 
aspects of one question. 

6. The use of group dynamics — this stimulates group col¬ 
laborative discussion and implies group interaction. 
This requires control and direction to be educational.16 

^Helen R. Johnson and Russell E. Vance, Jr., “By Us — Not 
For Us“, AJN. 54:7, July, 1954, p. 836. 

^Maude Muse, “Group Dynamics in Education11, AJN. April, 1950, 
p. 239. 
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Although there appeared to be some differences in the concept 

of the term 'Unservice education", there was agreement in areas such 

as group planning and group participation; that the program should be 

"on-going" and that the expressed needs of the group should be met 

by a program of education. The criteria as given from authoritative 

sources were utilized by the investigator in the analysis and in¬ 

terpretation of the data obtained from the questionnaires. 



CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

Sixty questionnaires were sent out to the six selected 

hospitals in Montana. Each was accompanied by a self-addressed 

envelope to facilitate the return directly to the investigator. 

Twenty-eight were returned but one was so incompletely answered 

that it was not used in the tabulations. 

The questionnaire consisted of twenty-nine items. Eleven 

were answerable by a check mark (K) on nyesM or "noM; nine by a 

check mark (i/) if the answer was "yes"; and nine were to be com¬ 

pleted by the respondent. A copy of the questionnaire has been 

placed in the Appendix. 

In Question One, which requested an interpretation of the 

term "inservice education", a number of the respondents included 

more than one item. Statements such as "keeps one aware of treat¬ 

ments and new procedures" was included by sixteen. This concurred 

with Jenserv's definition^ as well as that of Cordelia Cowan.2 Cowan 

also said it was an integral part of the work, without interruption 

and supplied by the employing agency." Only two nurses recorded this 

aspect. The consideration of problems in patient care was included 

by nine of the twenty-seven respondents. This was the type of in- 

service programs to which the Hospital Nursing Service Manual referred.3 

1Jensen, o£. cit., p. 201 

^Cowan, 0£. cit., p. 212 

^Hospital Nursing Service Manual, 0£. cit., p. 59. 
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The consideration of “trends and the widened perspective in nursing11 

was checked as of importance by six. This was in agreement with 

Jensen and Wayland.^ Six included "interdepartmental problems", and 

"changes in policy" was deemed of value by three. 

In answering the second question, five said they did not have 

an orientation program; two said "supposedly"; and twenty checked 

"yes" to the question. Perrodin said "inservice begins where ori¬ 

entation leaves off".5 Ail twenty-seven answered "yes" that they 

thought that orientation was the first step in an inservice education 

program. 

To the query as to the existence of personnel policies in their 

hospitals, the answer was unanimously "yes". As to the grouping of 

nurses for purposes of inservice education, fifteen reported that 

head nurses and staff nurses met together. Of these, four qualified 

their answers by saying that head nurses and staff nurses met together 

four times yearly. Fifteen checked that staff nurses met separately. 

This seemed to show only a degree of agreement with Radzialowski, 

who said: 

The trend is to carry out an educational program on a 
"horizontal" rather than a "vertical" basis. In other words, 
to include all personnel in all categories in the same teach¬ 
ing program if all need to have information about a particular 
subject that is being considered. This change has come about 
because members of these groups work as a team in caring for 
patients.^ 

^Densford, o£. cit.. p. 1239. 

5perrodin, 0£. cit., p. 382. 

^Radzialowski, 0£. cit., p. 1103. 
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In answering the question as to how many attended each meeting, 

nine of the twenty-seven said "ten to twelve"; three, "eighteen to 

twenty"; four, "half of the staff nurses on duty"; three reported 

"none", but these nurses also recorded there were no staff meetings. 

Four did not answer the question; two said staff nurses attended 

when they were members of committees. These responses were from 

nurses who recorded that head nurses met with regularity, but the 

staff nurses either did not meet or "met only when necessary." 

In designating the person "in charge" of the program, five 

did not answer. Nursing Service was named by eight; a committee by 

five; floor supervisor or head nurse by four. This last selection 

could indicate the term "in charge" was misunderstood. The degree 

to which these persons were "in charge" was not explained. However, 

it was recommended by Radzialowski? that a director be concerned with, 

or responsible for, many educational programs affecting all personnel 

and that she function with an advisory committee, or alone. That com¬ 

mittees did function to some extent in the selected hospitals seemed 

to indicate that the aspects of democratic values were observed. 

Johnson and Vance^ claimed that the program should be planned 

for a complete period. In answer to this item, eleven checked "one 

month"; eight checked "three months"; four checked "six months" and 

one checked "one year". 

Considering the query as to the encouragement offered by admini- 

^Radzialowski, op. cit.. p. 1102. 
o 
°Johnson and Vance, OP. cit.t p. 836. 
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stration toward advanced preparation in various areas, fourteen checked 

the item “studies toward a degree"; nine felt they were encouraged 

to do postgraduate (clinical) courses; five said they received en¬ 

couragement to attend "other courses" as well. Three gave an un¬ 

qualified "no" to all three parts of the question. 

The topics for consideration in an inservice program, as sug¬ 

gested by Johnson and Vance, should be pertinent, applicable and 

interesting. Of the twenty-seven who answered, each respondent 

checked more than one item when indicating the areas which were 

dealt with in their respective inservice programs. The responses 

were as follows: 

Nursing care problems 22 

Technical skills 20 

Personnel practices 17 

Newer trends 16 

Team nursing 15 

Subjects outside the field of nursing 13 

Clinics on patients 10 

Interdepartmental relations 3 

It appeared that the areas related to patient care, such as 

nursing care problems, team nursing and clinics on patients were 

checked the most often. Trends in nursing was checked by more than 

half; study of personnel practices also ranked high. This could ac¬ 

count for the fact that all of the nurses who answered the questionnaire 

said that they had job descriptions and personnel policies in the hos- 



pital where they worked. It was interesting that interdepartmental 

relationships was checked by three and, although space was allowed, 

not a single respondent checked that this area received any consider¬ 

ation in their planning. 

The second part of Question Sixteen asked for the number of 

meetings given to each area. This part of the question was so in¬ 

completely answered that it was impossible to use it in the tabulations. 

In replying to Question Seventeen which asked "who" presented 

the programs, most of the respondents checked more than one of the 

persons or groups suggested. One nurse checked one; nine checked two; 

six checked three; five checked four; six checked five; one checked six. 

The number of times a person was selected is shown in the following table 

Doctors 20 
Director of Nursing Service 19 
Head Nurses 19 
Staff Nurses 16 
Miscellaneous (students, department heads) 5 
Instructors 2 

Question Eighteen asked what methods of presentation were 

used. Again, several methods were indicated as used in each hospital. 

The following table indicates the frequency of use of each method: 

Demonstrations 25 
Lectu re 24 
Films 24 
Panel and discussion 16 
Group conferences 15 
Case studies 7 

In answer to the question as to membership in professional 

organizations, eight of the twenty-seven reported membership in the 

Montana Nurses Association; one in Montana League for Nursing and 

three in the Catholic Nurses Association. 
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In September, 1959, the State Board of Nursing reported there 
, i 

were two thousand three hundred ninety-two nurses licensed and who 

were employed. Of those nurses who were licensed, 29.8% were members 

of the State Nurses Association. Of the twenty-seven nurses who 

answered the questionnaire, eight (29.6%) said they were members of 

the Nurses Association within the State. 

Seven did not indicate membership in any professional organi¬ 

zation. Twelve said they belonged to their Alumnae Association. 

Seven did not answer the question as to membership in nonprofessional 

organizations. Collectively, there were twenty-four memberships in 

nine organizations classed as nonprofessional. Most of these who be¬ 

longed to Montana Nurses Association were also members of nonprofessional 

organizations. Three belonged to no organization; two belonged to two; 

one belonged to three; and three belonged to four. There were three 

who belonged to their Alumnae Society only. 

In answer to the query as to whether they read professional 

journals, twenty-one said they read the American Journal of Nursing; 

five said they read Nursing Outlook: one said she read Nursing Research 

and four said they read the magazine, “R.N.11 All but one checked "yes1' 

that there was a library available. Thirteen said they used the library, 

twelve said they did not. Two did not answer the question and one of 
i 

these had not answered the question as to the availability of the 

library. Since only six hospitals were represented, it appeared that 

the nurse who was unaware of the existence of a library either did not 

recognize that ward libraries or other library facilities were avail¬ 

able to her, or she did not regard this arrangement as a library facility. 
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In answer to Question Twenty-four which asked if they were 

given assistance in working out reiationships with other workers, 

nineteen checked ••yes"; one did not answer; seven checked “no". The 

help came from such sources as conferences — noted by ten; four said, 

“through the Head Nurse and Supervisors"; two, through meetings with 

nursing service. One felt “personal contact" with other departments 

helped in this area. One did not answer the question and one of those 

who checked “no", said “it didn't seem necessary" in the hospital 

where she worked. 

It was generally agreed, in answering Question Twenty-five, 

that the hospitals had job descriptions for staff nurses, licensed 

practical nurses and nurse aides. 

All twenty-seven checked “yes" that knowing what is expected 

of a worker improved his relationships. 

In answering Question Twenty-seven, three said that they did 

not think their work would be more satisfying if they had help in im¬ 

proving their skills in working with nonprofessional personnel. One 

said “perhaps" and one did not answer. Of the twenty-two who checked 

“yes", the following were offered as suggestions to improve the situ¬ 

ation: 

More 'on-the-spot' treatment and discussion of problems. 

Inservice education. 

Panels* 

Discussions and lectures. 

Getting closer to the problems of nonprofessional personnel 
by having discussions regularly with them. 

Team nursing seems to be the best answer. Thus giving so-called 
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comprehensive care, and more personal satisfaction. 

The lay employees and nursing staff could meet together 
in a planned inservice education program, too. 

Some meetings should include faculty, head nurses, staff nurses 
and nonprofessional help — possibly in each department. Partly, 
these meetings could be carried on by nonprofessional help and we 
might learn something from them. I feel they need some of the 
counseling we receive because we go to the lectures and they 
meet with the patients. 

Continuous inservice education programs for all levels of 
workers through a coordinating council of Licensed Practical 
Nurse organization with the leaders of professional nurse 
organizations. 

The nonprofessional personnel could be of higher type. The 
average patient refers to any personnel in a hospital as a nurse 
and some nonprofessionals won‘t do much to elevate the standards 
of nursing. 

By use of the team methods, the use of bi-monthly meetings 
with aides and others. 

In reviewing these comments, it seemed to the investigator 

that a need for better understanding of the roles of the various 

levels of personnel was requested and that it was indicated by the 

respondents that getting together to discuss the common problems, 

offered at least a beginning in developing improved interpersonal 

relationships. Essentially, almost every comment included some re¬ 

ference to the need for team work; a desire to understand better the 

role of other workers; and a wish to incorporate all levels of workers 

into an overall inservice education program. 

Question Twenty-nine was in two parts. Part one asked the 

respondents to check (^ ) if the item appeared to be a part of an 

inservice program. All checked more than one item. The following 

table indicates the number of times each item was checked: 
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Interdepartmental relations 25 

New equipment 25 

Trends in nursing 25 

New medications 23 

Active participating in planning 
inservice education 21 

Job description 20 

Ward conferences 20 

Planning for inservice education 20 

Meetings to clear grievances 19 

Interpersonal relationships 18 

Commu nity resou rces 17 

Public relations 17 

Reporting on and off duty 9 

Field trips 7 

Part two asked the respondents to rate the items from one to ten 

according to value as a part of an inservice program — first choice 

being the most valuable, second, next, and so on to tenth choice. 

Since there were fourteen items, some of them were not included in 

the ten choices. 

Table I, page 32, shows the distribution of the rating and the 

total number of times each area was selected within the first ten choices. 

There was some difference of opinion as to the importance of the items, 

e.g., job description which was checked as important by twenty respon¬ 

dents was considered worthy of a place within the first ten choices 

by only eighteen when it was rated; 
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When the choices were tabulated as shown in Table II, page 33> 

no definite conclusion appeared obvious as no particular area seemed 

to be rated above the others. In order to secure an indication of the 

relative importance of each choice, a system of weighting the choices 

was developed. The reason for weighting was that when an item was 

selected as first choice, it had more importance than if it were chosen 

fourth or fifth. In order to give relative value to the choices, weights 

were assigned to the choices. The system set up allowed a weight of 

ten for a first choice, a weight of nine for a second and so on to 

the tenth choice which received a weight of one. 

Of weighting, Linquist said: 

Once the hypothesis, that performance on test items and the 
larger parts of a test is summable, has been accepted, there 
remains the question of the relative values of these items 
and parts. 

Theoretically, a rather plausible case can be made out for 
weighting choices and items. The teachers in any field will 
insist that some questions are more important than others and 
they should count more heavily in the pupil's score.9 

Bradfield and Moredock wrote: 

In scoring, trivia can be given undue significance and critical 
points may be slighted because all are added together to produce 
a single number .that is the product's or free response score. 
This may be avoided by not deriving a total score. But, if one 
is needed, the relative significance of different factors may be 
regained by some system of factor weighting.^ 

Using the aforementioned weighting system, Table III, page 

was developed. For example: Job description was rated by five as 

^E. F. Linquist, Educational Measurement. Washington, D.C.: 
American Council on Education, 1951» p. 369. 

*°James Bradfield and H. Steward Moredock, Measurement and Evalu¬ 
ation in Education. New York: Macmillan Company, 1957, pp. 79"80. 
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first choice, received a weight of ten for each choice; three second 

choices received a weight of nine for each, until all the choices 

were weighted. The total weight was one hundred twenty-seven. The 

average was twelve and seven-tenths. 

Using the average weight obtained in Table III, Table IV, page 

34, was set up. This table summarized the average weights and showed 

the number of times the area was placed in the first ten choices. 

The areas were arranged in order so that the ones chosen most often 

were placed at the top and those selected less often arranged in des¬ 

cending order. Trends in nursing, new equipment, interdepartmental 

relationships, new medications and job descriptions were rated in the 

first ten choices by at least two-thirds (66 2/3%) of the respondents 

in each case. 

Although these areas also had the five highest average weights, 

there were some differences of opinion as to the relative value of these 

areas. Table V, page 36, was arranged to indicate a change of order 

in importance based on the average weights. Trends in nursing was 

rated most often within the first ten choices. When the choices were 

weighted and averaged it remained at the top of the list. New equip¬ 

ment, which was second by number of choices, remained in second place 

by weight. In Table IV, page 35> job description was in third place, 

having been rated by 21 in choices one to ten, but in Table V, page 36, 

it dropped to fifth place with a weight of 10.9. New medications re¬ 

mained in fourth place and job descriptions moved from fifth place in 

Table IV to third place in Table V with a weight of 12.7. 
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TABLE I 

A COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY OF SELECTION AND PREFERENCE OF 

AREAS FOR INSERVICE EDUCATION BY GRADUATE NURSES 

IN SIX SELECTED HOSPITALS IN MONTANA 

Area for inservice education 
No. of nurses 
who selected 
each area 

No. of nurses 
who selected 
within choices 
1 to 10 

Job description 20 18 

Interdepartmental relationships 25 21 

Public relations 17 13 

New medications 23 19 

Meetings to clear grievances 19 12 

Field trips 7 5 

New equipment 25 21 

Interpersonal relationships 18 15 

Trends in nursing 25 22 

Ward conferences 20 16 

Reporting on and off duty 9 5 

Planning for inservice education 20 16 

Community resources 17 11 

Active participation in planning 
inservice education 21 16 
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THE NUMBER OF TIMES EACH AREA WAS SELECTED FOR INSERVICE EDUCATION 

IN A SCALE OF CHOICES FROM FIRST TO TENTH AND THE TOTAL 

NUMBER OF TIMES AN AREA WAS SELECTED WITHIN 

THE FIRST TEN CHOICES BY GRADUATE 

NURSES IN SIX SELECTED 

HOSPITALS IN MONTANA 

Total No. 

Areas for Inservice   Choices  within first 
education 1 2 3 5 5 5 7 8 9 To ten choices 

Job descriptions 

I nte rdepa rtmenta1 
relationships 

Public relations 

New medications 

Meetings to clear 
grievances 

Field trips 

New equipment 

Interpersonal re¬ 

lationships 

Trends in nursing 

Ward conferences 

Reporting on and 
of duty 

Planning inservice ed¬ 
ucation programs 

Community resources 

Active participation 
in inservice pro¬ 
grams 

5 3 1 2 0 4 

2 2 12 2 2 

11113 1 

2 4 2 1 2 1 

0 0 2 2 0 2 

3 0 0 0 0 1 

0 4 6 3 3 1 

2 3 1112 

5 4 4 0 6 1 

0 13 4 3 0 

1 0 0 0 0 2 

3 0 0 5 0 1 

0 0 1113 

0 10 110 

1101 18 

4 2 3 1 21 

2210 13 

12 2 2 19 

1131 12 

10 0 0 5 

0121 21 

2 0 12 15 

0 0 2 0 ZZ 

121) 16 

0 2 0 0 5 

0 4 0 3 16 

0 2 3 0 11 

7 0 2 4 16 
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NUMBER OF TIMES EACH AREA WAS SELECTED BY STAFF NURSES IN CHOICES 

ONE TO TEN AND THE AVERAGE WEIGHT* DERIVED FROM ALLOCATING 

A WEIGHT OF 10 FOR FIRST CHOICE, 9 FOR SECOND 

IN SIX SELECTED HOSPITALS IN MONTANA 

Areas for inservice Choices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 
education Weight: 10 9 6 7 6 5 4 3 2 l weight 

Job description 50 27 8 14 0 20 4 3 0 1 127 

Interdepartmental relation¬ 
ships 20 18 8 14 10 10 16 6 6 1 109 

Public relations 10 9 8 7 18 5 8 6 2 0 73 

New medications 20 36 16 7 12 5 4 6 4 2 112 

Meetings to clear grievances 0 0 16 14 0 10 4 3 6 1 54 

Field trips 30 0 0 0 0 5 4 0 0 0 39 

New equipment 0 36 48 21 18 5 0 3 4 1 136 

Interpersonal relationships 20 27 8 8 8 12 8 0 2 2 95 

Trends in nursing 50 36 32 0 36 5 0 0 4 0 163 

Ward conferences 0 9 24 28 18 0 4 6 2 1 92 

Reporting on and off duty 10 0 0 0 0 10 0 6 0 0 26 

Planning inservice education 
programs 30 0 0 35 0 5 0 12 0: 3 85 

Commun i ty resou rces. 0 0 8 7 6 15 0 6 6 0 48 

Active participation in 
inservice programs 0 9 0 7 6 0 28 0 4 4 58 

JU 

'E. F. Llnquist, Educational Measurement. Washington, D. C.: American Council 
on Education, 1951> p. 369. 
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AREAS FOR INSERVICE EDUCATION IN ORDER OF THE NUMBER OF 

GRADUATE NURSE CHOICES FROM FIRST TO TENTH 

COMPARED WITH THE AVERAGE WEIGHT 

FOR AREAS IN SIX SELECTED 

HOSPITALS IN MONTANA 

Areas for inservice 
education 

No. of choices 
from 1 to 10 

Average* 
Weight 

Trends in nursing 22 16.3 

New equipment 21 13.6 

Interdepartmental relationships 21 10.9 

New medications 19 11.2 

Job descriptions 18 12.7 

Ward conferences 16 9.2 

Planning inservice programs 16 8.5 

Active participation in 
inservice programs 16 5.8 

Interpersonal relationships 15 9.5 

Public relations 13 7.6 

Meetings to clear grievances 12 5.4 

Community resources 11 4.8 

Field trips 5 3.9 

Reporting on and off duty 5 2.6 

^Average Weight was determined by dividing the total weight by 10, 

which was the number of choices made. See Table III, page 3^, for 
method of calculating total weight. 
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TABLE V 

AREAS ARRANGED IN ORDER BY AVERAGE WEIGHT AND A COMPARISON 

WITH THE NUMBER OF CHOICES FROM FIRST TO TENTH 

BY GRADUATE NURSES IN SIX SELECTED 

HOSPITALS IN MONTANA 

Areas for Inservlce 
education 

Number 
rating 
l to 10 

Average 
Weight 

Trends In nursing 22 16.3 

New equipment 21 13.6 

Job description 18 12.7 

New medications 19 11.2 

Interdepartmental relationships 21 10.9 

Interpersonal relationships 15 9.6 

Ward conferences 16 9.2 

Planning inservice education programs 16 8.5 

Public relations 13 7.6 

Active participation in inservice education 16 5.8 

Meetings to clear grievances 12 5.4 

Community resources 11 4.8 

Field trips 5 3.9 

Reporting on and off duty 5 2.6 
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Ward conferences, inservice education planning and active parti¬ 

cipation in inservice educational programs were all rated within the 

first ten choices by 16 respondents. However, when the choices were 

weighted, the average weights varied and ward conferences dropped to 

seventh place with a weight of 9.2. Planning for inservice education 

dropped to eighth place with an average weight of 8.5 and active parti¬ 

cipation in planning to tenth place with an average weight of 5.8. It 

appeared that although the same number checked planning inservice pro¬ 

grams and participating in inservice programs, the value placed on the 

former was much greater than upon participation in the program. The 

investigator wondered if the respondents' answers were affected by 

feelings of the staff nurses regarding their capabilities for partici¬ 

pation. No effort was made to determine if this was so. 

Following Question Twenty-nine, -the investigator asked the 

respondents for pertinent suggestions directed toward improved in- 

service education programs. Twenty questionnaires had no suggestions. 

Of the seven who answered the question, the following comments were 

offered: 

You need to have sufficient help in order to carry out a 
good program, so that all shifts can be reached. So many 
times the day shift learns and profits by educational pro¬ 
grams and the night shift is left out in the cold. 

If the hospital could give each employee an orientation 
to the entire organization, there would be more cooperation 
between the departments and the shifts. 

I wish we could arrange to receive credit for inservice 
education programs to apply toward a degree. 

The orientation programs need to be enlarged and improved, 
and inservice education offered to all levels of workers is 
important. 
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The hospital should make it clear that personnel are ex¬ 
pected to attend inservice meetings. 

More organization with proper delegation and understanding 
of authority could be stressed as part of the inservice edu- 
cat i on. 

  attention to "sore spots", help to recognize the 
patient as the core of a well-run hospital so that the depart¬ 
ments do not feel the hospital starts and ends with them, and 
understanding that good patient care is essential because the 
hospital costs are so high. 

A more definite program in inservice education. 

From the foregoing comments, there were several suggestions 

which had implications for those planning inservice education programs, 

e.g., the employment of sufficient help; the need for all staff and 

all tours of duty to have the opportunity to share in the inservice 

programs; the content of the program to have relationship to improved 

patient care and toward the understanding of principles of patient 

care; the clarification of the resonsibi1ities of nursing personnel 

and others regarding attendance at inservice programs; and the need 

for better planning of inservjce education to meet the needs of 

personnel as well as the needs of patients and the hospital. 

It was the opinion of the investigator that the answers given 

throughout the questionnaire indicated that various types of inservice 

education programs were in progress in the selected hospitals and that 

the staff nurses who answered the questionnaires were interested in 

inservice education programs. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to survey the existing in- 

service educational programs in six selected hospitals in Montana. 

The hypothesis was: that some efforts were being made to 

develop and carry on inservice programs in these hospitals. 

The objectives of the study were: 1) to secure information on 

the scope and content of the programs, 2) to determine the efforts 

which staff nurses made to keep informed on newer trends and techniques 

in order to render improved patient care, and 3) to evaluate current 

programs. 

The extent and scope of the programs was judged upon the content 

and organization within each of the hospitals. The efforts which nurses 

made to keep abreast of changes was evaluated in the light of their 

participation and attendance as it related to inservice programs, as 

well as their membership in professional organizations and their attempts 

to become aware of trends and new techniques through the use of library 

facilities and by reading professional publications. The evaluation of 

the programs was not dealt with as such, but it was incidental to the 

study. 

A survey method was selected for the investigation and the ques¬ 

tionnaire technique was used to collect data. In each of the selected 

hospitals, a random sample of ten staff nurses was chosen to receive 

questionnaires. 

In the survey of literature, the need for democratic cooperation, 
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planning and participation were concepts which received emphasis, as 

did the need for graduate staff nurses to become aware of their ob¬ 

ligations to society as members of a profession. 

Within the six selected hospitals, the most frequent sched¬ 

uling of programs was once a month. The period of time for which 

programs were planned varied, but one to three months was the most 

frequently reported. 

The responsibility for inservice education programs was borne 

largely by nursing service and by committees made up of staff nurses 

and supervisory nursing personnel, chiefly. In none of the hospitals 

did one person have the responsibility for inservice education for all 

levels of personnel in the hospital. 

Radzialowski1 said there was a trend to carry out educational 

programs on a horizontal rather than a vertical basis. This was the 

situation in the six hospitals studied. The head nurses, graduate 

staff nurses, and licensed practical nurses all met separately. How¬ 

ever, the comments by nurses, when they were asked for suggestions, 

emphasized the need for better understanding of the total purpose of 

the hospital. There was indication of doubt as to the role of each 

worker and there were requests for assistance in this area. 

The respondents thought it more important to share in planning 

for inservice education than to participate in the presentation of the 

program. This was indicated by the fact that although the same number 

of nurses said it was good to do both of these things, when the choices 

^Radzialowski, op. cit., p. 1103. 
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were weighted, planning took precedence over participation. No attempt 

was made to determine why this was the case. 

The description of the scope and content of the programs in 

operation agreed in general with suggestions by a number of author¬ 

ities in the field of nursing. 

There was a definite relationship between the inclusion of job 

descriptions and personnel policies in the inservice programs in the 

selected hospitals. This was shown by the fact that all respondents 

said they had personnel policies and job descriptions in the hospitals 

where they worked. 

Fewer than one-third of the nurses who reported, belonged to the 

Montana Nurses' Association. This ratio was very close to that reported 

within the State. 

Only one-half of the respondents said they used the libraries 

and two-thirds said they read the American Journal of Nursing. This 

study did not make any attempt to inquire into this aspect. 

The areas dealt with in the respective inservice programs were 

primarily concerned with skill training. Nursing problems, technical 

skills, team nursing and clinics on patients were included most often. 

Some emphasis was given to personnel practices, subjects outside of the 

field of nursing, and to newer trends in nursing. None of the programs 

included anything directly concerned with human relations or public re¬ 

lations. Only ten percent said they included any education in inter¬ 

departmental relations. But, when they were asked if the latter should 

be included, 92% checked the item. Public relations was checked by 

63% and interpersonal relations by 67%. 
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Throughout the study, whenever suggestions were elicited, there 

were frequent requests to get together with other levels of workers to 

discuss problems. This seemed to indicate a need for over-all plan¬ 

ning to help the personnel to understand; to help them to develop a 

conceptual view, that is, to see each part in relationship to the whole 

and to develop an appreciation of the need to formulate goals which are 

practical and which allow for flexibility and adjustment to change. 

Increased participation by all levels of workers to develop 

objectives and to make plans to meet these needs appeared to be one 

way to begin to solve the problem. Inservice education planned by the 

personnel for the personnel could be a means to achieve what the grad¬ 

uate staff nurses asked for. This would necessitate the personnel 

becoming actively involved in defining their heeds and wishes and in 

cooperating to make the program a lively and interesting experience. 

This could result in an improved correlation between what is now in¬ 

cluded in the programs and what the respondents said they wanted. 

In order to plan inservice educational programs which included 

several categories of workers, other studies could help in clarifying 

areas to be included. The following are recommended: 

1. A study of the attitudes of hospital administrators, 
directors of nursing and directors of nursing edu¬ 
cation toward inservice education. 

2. A similar study of attitudes toward inservice education 
through referral to graduate staff nurses. 

3. A survey of inservice education for different levels of 
workers, referring to the directors of nursing as a source 
of information rather than to the personnel for whom it is 
planned. 

4. A repetition of the present study after a period of two 
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or three years to determine if there has been a change 
in the scope and extent of the inservice education pro¬ 
grams. (As a result of the Institutes on Inservice Edu¬ 
cation recently completed in Montana, it is hoped that 
changes will occur.) Such a study could stimulate interest 
and serve in the evaluation of these institutes, as well as 
in the improvement of the content and scope of programs in 
hospitals. 

5. A survey to determine if the needs of hospitals as to 
content and method employed in inservice education pro¬ 
grams are the same in larger (200 to 400 beds) as in 
smaller (60 to 150 beds) hospitals. 

Within this survey are some techniques which could serve as a 

blue print for study of Inservice programs in hospitals throughout the 

State. 

The question which prompted this study was: are there inservice 

educational programs in the selected hospitals? This question, it was 

felt, was answered in the affirmative. 

The suggestions given by the respondents could serve hospital 

administration and personnel interested in initiating changes in the 

present programs. The results of this study indicated that; graduate 

staff nurses had some worthy suggestions to offer as to content of 

the programs as well as ways to go about improving the present ones. 

The scope of this study was limited and others similar to it 

would be in order. If the results should point in the same direction, 

then some definite over-all plans, or even some blue prints for in- 

service education could, conceivably, be drafted. 
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516 West Babcock 
Bozeman, Montana 

April 18, 1959 
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Mrs. Ethel Inman, R.N. 
Director of Nursing Service 
Billings Deaconess Hospital 
Billings, Montana 

Dear Mrs. Inman: 

In trying to do a study on Inservice Educational Programs 
in selected hospitals in Montana, it appears advisable to use 
a questionnaire to graduate staff nurses in each hospital used 
in the survey. 

The Billings Deaconess Hospital is in the group of hospitals 
I wish to use in the survey and I shall be very grateful if I 
may submit the questionnaire to several general staff nurses 
(chosen by a random sampling method) from your hospital staff. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christena J. White, R.N. 

CJW/gg 
cc: Mr. Robert Howe 

Administrator 
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516 West Babcock 
Bozeman» Montana 

March 18, 1959 

Dear Staff Nurse: 

I am trying to do a survey of inservice educational programs 

in selected hospitals in Montana (6 General Hospitals and 1 Veterans 

Hospital, approximately 200 bed capacity), in order to gather in¬ 

formation, I am submitting a questionnaire to a number of graduate 

nurses. You were selected as one of the staff nurses from your 

hospital. I shall be most grateful if you can find time to complete 

the questionnaire for me. 

We know much inservice education does go on in your hospital 

— perhaps under another name. We hope the questionnaire may help 

you to see your program as it is and some ways you can improve it. 

Since 1 am trying to complete my project this quarter, I 

shall be very grateful if you can return the questionnaire as soon 

as possible. To aid in a speedy return, a stamped envelope is 

enclosed. 

Thank you for your cooperation — without your help, it is 

impossible to complete my project. 

Sincerely yours, 

Christena J. White 

CJW/gg 



QUESTIONNAIRE TO GRADUATE STAFF NURSES SURVEYING 

INSERVICE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
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1. What does inservice education mean to you? 

2. Do you have a planned program for the orientation of a new worker 
to the job? Yes  No  

3. Do you regard orientation as the first step in an on-going 
inservice program? Yes   No   

4. Do you have written personnel policies in your hospital? Yes   
No  

5. The number of professional nurses on staff is:   
(exclude head nurses) 

6. What groups of nurses meet together? 

a) Head nurses and staff nurses    

b) Head nurses   

c) Staff nurses   

7. How often are these meetings held? 

a) Weekly   

b) Twice a month   

c) Once a month   

d) When necessary   

8. How many meetings were held in 1958?   

9. How many staff nurses usually attend?   
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10. Who Is in charge of the staff meetings?   

11. Are these meetings planned ahead?   

12. Who plans the programs for these staff meetings?   

13. Are meetings for inservice held during "on-duty time"?   

14. Are the programs planned ahead for: 

a) one month   c) six months   

b) three months   d) one year   

15. Are graduates encouraged to secure advanced preparation in 
various areas? 

Yes No 
a) Studies toward a degree     

b) Post graduate courses     

c) Other courses     

16. Column I: Check (lO if the method suggested was used in your 
hospital. 

Column II: State the number of meetings given to a topic. 
I il 

a) Personnel practices     

b) Subjects outside the nursing field     

c) Clinics on a patient __   

d) New trends in nursing     

e) Team nursing _____ 

f) Problems in nursing care     

g) Technical skills __   

h)     
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17. Who presents the programs: 

a) Doctors   

b) Director of nursing service   

c) Staff nurses   

d) Head nurses   

e)   

f)   

18. What methods of presentation are used: 

a) Lecture   

b) Panel and discussion   

c) Films   

d) Demonstrations   

e) Group conferences   

f) Case studies   

9)   

h)   

19. List the professional organization in which you hold membership. 

a)     

b)    

c)    

20. List other organizations in which you have membership. 

a)    

b)    

c)      



21. Do you read articles in: 
Yes No 

a) American Journal of Nursing 

b) Nursing Outlook 

c) Nursing Research 

d) 

22. Do you have a library available for 
reference? 

23. Do you use the library? 

24. Do you receive assistance in working out 
your relationships with other workers in 
the hospital? 

How is this done?   

25. Do you have j*ob descriptions for staff 
nu rses? 

For L-.P.N. 

For nurse aides 

26. Do you think knowing what is expected 
of each worker improves working re¬ 
lationships   

27. Do you think your work would be more 
satisfying if you had some assistance 
in improving your skills in working 
with non-professional personnel?   

28. Have you any suggestions to improve this situation? 
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29. Column 1: Check (^) if you think the following are a part of 
inservice education. 

Column 11: Rate your first ten choices (1 being what you con¬ 
sider most valuable; 2, the next; and so on). 

1 II 
a) Job descriptions     

b) Interdepartmental relations     

c) Public relations     

d) New medications     

e) Meetings to clear grievances     
i 

f) Field trips   ___ 

g) New equipment     

h) Interpersonal relations     

i) Trends in nursing     

j) Ward conferences     

k) Reporting — on and off duty     

l) Planning for inservice education __   

m) Community resources   ____ 

n) Active participation in the plan¬ 
ning of inservice education     

o)     

P)     

If you have some pertinent suggestions, they will be very gratefully 
received. (| need all the help you can give me.) 




